
Awards Entry Example 1: 

Awards Category: Best flexible benefits plan:
Name of employer running the scheme: Employee Benefits Private Bank  
Title of strategy/scheme (if applicable): EB Flex  
Implementation date(s) of strategy/scheme(s): January 2016
Business/industry sector of employer: Banking  
UK: 400 
Global: N/A  
Location(s) of employer that are relevant to this entry: London, Bristol, York

Job profiles and demographics of the workforce that are relevant to this entry. For example: age, gender,
diversity, education levels; is the workforce highly computer literate, highly/lowly paid, widely dispersed?: 

Our demographic profile reflects the professional service nature of our business: varied age profile, although 
c66% of our employees are aged between 30 and 50; an almost exact 50/50 gender split. As a bank, we have a 
highly professional workforce - a significant majority of employees are educated to at least degree level. All 
of our employees work with online technology, so we have 100% computer l iteracy. Our professional services 
focus and the high professional qualification requirements of many of our roles mean that our workforce is 
relatively highly remunerated compared to national averages. Our clients are based across the UK, meaning 
that our staff spend a considerable proportion of their time travelling.  

Strategy (300 words maximum): 

EB Flex was first introduced in 2009 and has evolved significantly since. The scheme is open to all employees 
who have completed their probation period and for 2016 offered over 25 distinct benefits. Our cutting-edge, 
innovative reward package offers genuine choice and flexibility. It forms a key part of our goals of maximising 
the impact of our reward spend, of making us the employer of choice in the banking sector and our vision of 
making every employee's role the best job they've ever had. 

Our flexible benefits fall into five categories: Health (private medical, dental insurance, two health screening 
options, bikes for work); Security (l ife, accident, critical i llness and travel insurance, will writing and benefits for 
carers); Wealth creation (pension, corporate ISA), Leisure (annual leave buying and selling and sabbatical 
bank); Sustainability (payroll giving and carbon off-setting).

The diverse benefits and innovative features ensure that the scheme caters for employees at all stages of 
l ife. The scheme operates entirely online, ensuring efficient operation and meeting the needs of our 100% 
online workforce. We utilise our flexible benefits provider’s technology, while our website is fully customised 
with our own bespoke branding. This extends to our bespoke total reward statements and communications 
material - currently an innovative City theme, showcased in the attached screenshots and documentation. 
Both hard copies and online versions of our key communications documents were available to employees, 
while we used a number of additional methods to communicate the detail and benefits of EB Flex. These 
included a desk drop, information on our intranet and highly successful 'lunch and learn' sessions in each 
office where employees could hear from, and ask questions of, both the HR team and representatives from 
many of our benefit providers.  

Innovation (300 words maximum): 
EB Flex incorporates a number of truly innovative features: - A bespoke selection of core and lifestyle 
pension funds, developed by the firm in partnership with our pensions provider - allows employees to tailor 
investments according to their individual risk appetite. 
Our pension scheme also offers an income drawdown (as well as annuity) option at retirement (at the time of 
launch, prior to the introduction of the pension freedoms), our provider was unaware



of anyone else offering this feature in a GPP). This provides real choice and flexibility to employees, particularly 

high earners (a large proportion of our workforce). - Our pension contribution holiday offers eligible 

employees the opportunity to meet short term savings needs by taking a one-year break from pension 

contributions. Employer pension contributions are paid as cash for this per iod.  - In addition, we offer the (as 

far as we are aware) unique option of split ISA/pension contributions. This feature enables employees to 

direct their employee pension contribution to their corporate ISA for a period of one year, while their 

employer pension contributions continue as normal, ensuring their long terms savings goals continue to be 

supported. - 60% of the firm's salary sacrifice pension NI savings are added to employer pension contribution  

To help new parents, the firm provides enhanced paid parental leave, parents' networks, a 15% salary increase 
for the first year after a parent returns to work to help with the cost of childcare. To provide support for 
prospective benefits, the firm offers fertility support, such as egg freezing within EB Flex.

- A sabbatical bank scheme, enables all employees to purchase and save unused leave days towards a paid
sabbatical.

Results (300 words maximum): 

EB Flex has delivered impressive results against our stretching objectives. 

Objective 1: A self-funded flex scheme delivering NI savings for the firm. The scheme will be entirely self-

funding and a net contributor to the firm's performance via a projected £140,000 NI saving in 2016/17.

Objective 2: A flex scheme offering benefits to all employees 99% of eligible employees made an active flex 

choice at our renewal in June 2016.

Objective 3: Our reward package will play an important role in delivering improved employee engagement. 

The introduction of additional flex benefits and communications has contributed significantly to two 

consecutive 17-point increases in our annual 'Best Companies' employee engagement score. Firm-wide 

employee turnover reduced from 15% in April 2015 to 5% in December 2016.

Objective 4: A take up rate of at least 10% for newly introduced benefits (experience shows us that take up 
increases significantly after the first year of a new benefit, but we set out to achieve a strong first year as 

well). 8% of eligible employees took up our pension holiday and 10% of eligible employees took up our 

workplace ISA.  

Objective 5: Our reward package will play an important role in maintaining our excellent absence rates.

The firm's absence rate from 2012 to date averages one day per employee per year (compared to UK 

average of 4.5 days (ONS)). 




